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The EU-Canada Urban Policy Cooperation
Inspiring innovation and advancing local climate actions
The second working meeting of the EU-Canada Urban Policy Cooperation took place during 19-23 October,
2015. The five days of municipal interaction followed the structure of the first working meeting (6-10 July, 2015),
with all eight city delegations meeting together for two days of presentations, discussions, and site visits. The
picturesque host location for this ‘cities-to-cities’ component of the Cooperation was Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain.
Following the initial two days, the Canadian cities left for a three-day ‘city-to-city’ visits in their respective EU
partner city.
This report highlights the outcomes of the second, and the penultimate, meeting which took place under the
EU-Canada Cooperation on Urban Policy, and details the progress that has been made by each city pairing.
The primary objective of the EU-Canada Urban Policy Cooperation is to provide a framework which can help
cities identify, replicate, improve, and accelerate climate action. Facilitated knowledge exchange provides
cities with the opportunity to tap into the technical expertise of their global peers. In turn, by adaptively
replicating successes and avoiding mistakes, cities are able to move further and faster in their climate action,
and can find opportunities to undertake joint projects in areas of mutual interest and benefit.

The city pairings
Four city pairings, which reflect the potential that each pairing has to collaborate on sustainability initiatives,
were formed at the outset of the Cooperation. The four city pairings which continued their collaboration
during the second working meeting are:
•
•

•
•

Almada, Portugal & Saanich, Canada
Hannover, Germany & Ottawa, Canada

Tallinn, Estonia & Halifax, Canada
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain & Edmonton, Canada

Participants of the Second Working Meeting in Vioria-Gaseteiz, Spain, October 2015

The core themes
To most efficiently facilitate dialogue within the Cooperation, three central themes for collaboration were
identified by ICLEI & the Directorate General of Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO) of the European
Commission. The three themes around which each city delegation is organizing their interactions and initiatives
are:
• ecosystem sevices
• low carbon development • climate change resilience and adaptation
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Cities-to-cities... city-to-city... and everything in between:
Engaging stakeholders
Just as in the first working meeting, each delegation
which participates in the EU-Canada Urban Policy
Cooperation includes a multi-disciplinary field of local
sustainability specialists from a wide range of cultures, vocations, and environments. As a result, the
second working meeting brought together the unique
perspectives and expertise of elected officials, administrators, engineers, planners, researchers, scientists,
media and communications specialists, and more.
Additionally, presentations from leading experts on
city data, urban resilience and adaptation, local government tools and platforms, and financing city-level
sustainable action showcased concepts which can
help to multiply bold local climate action. The advantages of looking beyond local government and integrating and coordinating the activity of multiple actors Second working meeting participants in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain
– such as expert networks, civil society, and the private
sector – are invaluable for local authorities looking to
successfully integrate and coordinate multiple sectoral interventions. Additionally, ensuring that political will, stakeholders on board, and remembering the voice of the inhabitants must all be taken care of.
Accordingly, the two days of presentations, discussions, and site visits in Vitoria-Gasteiz provided a forum for sharing experiences, disclosing problems encountered within the Cooperation thus far, identifying good practices or
gaps in required competences, and detecting new avenues for cooperation.

Charting progress: What can the World Cities Project produce “on-the-ground”
In addition to knowledge exchange, concrete “on-the-ground” projects are certainly a desired outcome of the
World Cities Project, and – as documented in the following pages - the events of the second working meeting
revealed that tangible initiatives are underway and plausible between several city pairings. However, in the
spirit of the World Cities Community, initiatives between any-and-all delegations are encouraged, and a few
such proposal was announced during the second working meeting.
Almada and Vitoria-Gasteiz have entered into a consortium to launch the project “ECO-URBAN PEST-GEST”,
which seeks to improve urban health through reducing the impact of chemicals on integrated pest management procedures”. Both delegations have attributed this project proposal as a direct outcome of the “cities-to-cities” interaction of the First Working Meeting.

Identifying opportunities for continued collaboration
At the local government level, the steps between planning to implementation are invariably difficult, and access to
finance is often the biggest barrier. By bringing cities with common sustainability goals together, the World Cities
Project helps municipal actors combine resources, therein strengthening sustainability planning and helping to
narrow the implementation gap.
Now that each city delegation has visited its partner and detailed what it can contribute and what it hopes to
achieve, the “on-the-ground” work of the World Cities Project can begin. The following pages detail ideas, actions,
and outcomes which emerged from the interactions between each city-paring during the second working meeting.
Although each city-pairing is developing ideas which reflect each of the three core themes of the Cooperation, thisreport focuses in on one shared challenge per city-pairing.

Please visit pages 9 - 12 to see the Agenda for the Second Working Meeting
in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain and pages 13 - 15 for the complete participant list.
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Almada, Portugal & Saanich, Canada
Almada and Saanich have advanced in the exchange and are planning
concrete action items as a result. Both cities are committed to continue
exchanging ideas and knowledge to advance their actions in each of the
three Cooperation themes:
Low carbon development
The City Council of Almada implemented an external energy agency in 1999,
consisting of 16 community partners that influence community energy
consumption. The format of this agency (AGENEAL) aligns energy related
actions with common goals of the municipal government. The District of
Saanich is developing a Community Retrofit Strategy for implementation in
2016. A low population growth rate and high number of inefficient singlefamily residential buildings make programs to support retrofits of these
buildings a high priority.
Action item: Saanich has identified that the energy agency format used
in Almada could provide a potential model for a retrofit agency. The
potential benefits of this model including, 1) increased effectiveness of
retrofit programs, 2) increased community engagement, 3) openness to
independent advice and opinions, and 4) inspired additional actions for
the partners to lead.
Saanich has begun plans for a Community Retrofit Group/Agency,
or potentially a 100% Renewable Energy Group/Agency, which will include an analysis of the goals and potential
benefits and challenges, outline potential terms and conditions for the agency, and identify potential partners in the
community. Saanich will use materials which have already been provided by Almada, and will benefit from additional
recommendations on successful implementation.
Ecosystem services
Saanich and two neighbouring municipalities developed the Bowker Creek 100-year plan as a long-term initiative to
eventually restore a prominent creek that, over time, was developed over by built infrastructure including roads and
shopping centres. The 100-year plan ensures that any future development integrates restoration of the creek. Almada
would like to integrate the 100-year plan concept into several of its green infrastructure initiatives, and in particular
in the Fonte da Telha area.
Action item: During the Second Working Meeting in Almada, Adriane Pollard from the District of Saanich presented on
the Bowker Creek Project to municipal staff from various departments within Almada. Moving forward, Saanich will
share the bylaw and regulation language that has been used to ensure that future developments in the Bowker Creek
area take into consideration the 100-year plan of restoration of the creek. Additionally, the 100-year plan concept, or
a 25 or 50 year plan concept, could be used by both Saanich and Almada to tackle very difficult sustainability issues
that need to be addressed but which have inertia in getting started due to the complexity of the challenges.
Climate change resilience and adaptation
Food security is a topic of interest for both municipalities throughout both workng meetings. Almada has recently
developed a tender document for a group to provide farming services on municipal property, while Saanich is currently
developing an Expression of Interest for farming on a piece of municipal property (Panama Flats).
Action item: The two projects are very similar in their intent and process. Because Almada is further along in their
process, Saanich hopes to learn from the experiences that have been observed in the process in Almada thus far.
Moving forward, Saanich and Almada will share tender documents and experiences with growing food on municipal
property, and will share ideas and opportunities on expanding urban agriculture to improve local food security and
build awareness about the importance of local agriculture.

Please visit pages 16-17 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: canada.world-cities.eu
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Hannover, Germany & Ottawa, Canada
Strong connections and a deepened relationship emerged
between Hannover and Ottawa after the second working
meeting. From the start, the two cities clearly understood
one another and were committed to sharing and
developing concrete action items. At the conclusion of
the meeting, both cities met to lay out a memorandum of
cooperation. The memorandum will be signed and shared
at the third and final working meeting. The established
action items relate to three specific programs and goals
under the theme low carbon development:

ProKlima Fund
During the second working meeting, Hannover presented
and shared their program, ProKlima Fund with the City of
Ottawa. ProKlima, founded in 1992, uses a climate fund
of 5 million Euros per year funded by the regional energy company and the City of Hannover. ProKlima is a strong
example of private and public cooperation with numerous banking, building, and federal institutions as partners. The
goal of the KlimaFund is to reduce CO2 emissions through energy efficiency and promotion of renewable energies.
The fund is used for subsidy programs, advice to citizens, and training programs. The City of Ottawa was very eager
to learn more about ProKlima as well as ways to finance it annually.

Action item: The City of Ottawa is going to look within their own city council and government to see if implementing a
ProKlima Fund would be possible. After understanding the weaknesses as well as the main challenges in implementing
(most likely the source of funding annually), they will begin to look at replicating the program within their own city,
with the City of Hannover’s assistance and consultation. Ottawa will also look into possible private and institutional
partners to collaborate with, including HydroOttawa.

Hydropower station
During a site visit to a residential neighborhood in Hannover, Ottawa was able to see the potential location and
proposed idea to build a hydropower station along a small river near the inner city. Hannover described the city’s goal
to implement the hydropower station underground so that it would not disrupt the natural setting or be an eye-sore
for the community. The biggest challenge is community support, as the noise construction will create in a scenic and
high valued neighborhood is unpopular amoung residents.

Action item: Representatives from HydroOttawa will assist in looking at solutions and providing advice about the
building of a hydropower station in this neighborhood. As HydroOttawa is currently expanding and constructing new
hydropower sites, their expertise could greatly benefit the City of Hannover in this project, especially how to build the
plant underground at the site.

Passive house complexes
After the first working meeting, the City of Ottawa expressed interest in understanding more about passive housing
as well as visiting a few sites during the exchange in Hannover. Hannover highlighted two sites during the exchange,
Kronsberg settlement and Zero: E-park Hannover Wettbergen (private, individually built homes). The settlements’
goal is to drastically cut CO2 emissions through LEH standards, CHP and district heating, electricity savings, wind
energy, and 32 units with passive housing standards. The result is 45% less CO2 emissions compared to conventional
new construction.

Action item: Ottawa is interested in investigating passive housing with municipal buildings and incentivizing
standards with private construction projects. Ottawa is interested in learning how to engage its citizens in sustainable
construction and buildings as well as how to better maintain these systems. The City of Hannover will follow up with
more information as well as investigating citizen’s involvement in these projects. The City of Ottawa will begin to look
into future projects where passive house standards could be built.
Please visit pages 18-19 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: canada.world-cities.eu
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Tallinn, Estonia & Halifax, Canada
Throughout the exchange, both Tallinn and Halifax have shared numerous similarities that have benefited their
exchange. At the conclusion of the second working meeting, both cities remained committed in strengthening their
action items and deepening their goals of the exchange.
Climate change resilience and adaptation
As maritime cities, both Tallinn and Halifax place significant importance on coastal management and adaptation,
while at the same time integrating energy security and a transition to low-carbon. Tallinn documented how they are
integrating the EU Adaptation Strategy and the Estonia Adaptation plan into their operations. For Tallinn, two major
anticipated impacts are changes to sea surface and inland water temperatures and levels, with a potential outcome
being a never-before-seen permanent ice cover on the Baltic Sea.
With regards to a transition to a low-carbon community, Tallinn placed a great deal of emphasis on highlighting their
free public transit system and the benefits and challenges in switching from a user-pay transit system to one that is
free for all residents and how to integrate active transportation as the next element in changing modal share away
from cars. One other fascinating, and surprising, element for the Halifax delegation was the presentation on the
e-governance by the Tallinn City Government. The Halifax delegation was fascinated by the breadth and depth of
what electronic services that were available to Tallinn residents and how having these services, available electronically,
have freed up internal resources for other programming and projects.

Action item: Both delegations from Halifax and Tallinn are currently exploring demonstration projects using lowimpact development (LID) or green infrastructure on an urban site. On two sets of conference calls since the October
meeting, municipal staff have acknowledged the challenges in moving forward with a “shovel-ready” project, but
are willing to explore how these could be overcome locally and what partnerships would need to be pursued. One
additional feature that is being explored is an exchange visit of students between the two cities to work collaboratively
on each of the respective LID projects – this would allow for cross-pollination of ideas, increased replicability of the
project, and an excellent opportunity for documentation of lessons learned and outcomes.

Please visit pages 20-21 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: canada.world-cities.eu
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Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain and Edmonton, Canada
City of Vitoria-Gasteiz and the City of Edmonton continued their fruitful exchange and deepened their collaboration
during the second working meeting. At the conclusion of the meeting, both cities agreed to create a collaboration
document where participants in the exchange could work out conditions and potential for future work. The document
would be the beginning of a framework of understanding that deeped collaboration would be developed. VitoriaGasteiz and Edmonton established the following action items within the Dialogue themes:

Ecosystem services
Vitoria-Gasteiz and Edmonton are looking to build on their respective successes through collaborations relating to
ecosystem services and multifunctional landscapes, as both municipalities have agreed that there are areas where
each city could benefit from the knowledge of the other. The Vitoria-Gasteiz ‘Green Belt’ has a 1000 hectare restoration
target, and with 600 hectares already restored, is well underway to achieving that mark. Similarly, Edmonton is
seeking to build on its past successes – such as thet protection of the North Saskatchewan River and its expansive
trail network – through the development of its Open Spaces Master Plan (OSMP).
The delegates from Edmonton also saw examples of what Vitoria-Gasteiz has done to incorporate ecosystem services
throughout the urban fabric, including the 200 hectare Salburua Wetlands, the incorporation of green infrastructure
along Avenida de Gasteiz, and the expansion of the city’s extensive green belt into the urban centre. Both cities
share a common interest in incorporating multifunctional greenspace and urban nature throughout new and existing
developments.
Action item: Both cities will look to explore shared challenges and potential collaborations relating to ecosystem
services and multifunctional landscapes. Each city hopes to continue exchange and sharing of knowledge to benefit
their own actions at the local level. Prior to the third working meeting participants in the exchange will also determine
how to develop a formal collaboration.

Low carbon development
Vitoria-Gasteiz highlighted the various aspects of work they are doing to advance low-carbon development, including
their successful work to decrease automobiles in the city. Vitoria-Gasteiz is also presented on their massive project
aimed at retrofitting thousands of existing residential units in the Coronation Neighborhood. Tours were conducted
in some recent housing developments where Vitoria-Gasteiz is recreating dense, mixed-use neighborhoods with
access to sustainable transportation options, large public greenspace, and local amenities. Reserach institutions also
highlighted the key roles that new ideas and technologies can play in solving the problems both cities face.
Action item: Through the collaboration framework both cities will work to advance low-carbon development principles.
Edmonton was especially interested in learning about the implementation structure, and financial basis for upcoming
large-scale retrofit programs. Collaboration between the research bodies from Edmonton and Vitoria-Gasteiz will also
collaborate and form knowledge sharing networks to advance work.

Please visit pages 22-23 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: canada.world-cities.eu
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The road to the third and final working meeting
The Third Working Meeting of the EU-Canada Urban Policy Cooperation will take place in the second quarter of 2016.
In the interim period, two priorities have been identified: facilitating interaction between the city-pairings to ensure
that the momentum from the second working meeting carries over; and finding ways to make the relationships
between the World Cities participants self-sustaining.

Facilitating interaction
To help facilitate the transfer of communication and good practice, a collaborative electronic online platform has
been launched. The online platform also incorporates an interactive forum which can be used by the members of the
participating delegations to collaborate and communicate.

Making relationships self-sustaining
A major talking point which emerged during the second working meeting was the importance of making the
relationships formed within the World Cities Project self-sustaining. Although progress is already being seen “on-theground”, a great amount of the benefits of the World Cities experience is intangible. This is worthwhile in-and-of itself;
however, if the relationships between city-pairing are not sustained, the interactions within the World Cities project
will likely never progress from intangible to implementation.
Herein is where multiplies such as ICLEI can play a vital role through their various networks and alliances: the EcoMobility
Alliance, 100% RE, and the Compact of Mayors are just a few of the mediums through which the partnerships forged
through the World Cities project can flourish. Through these networks, cities can find further opportunity to undertake
joint projects in areas of mutual interest and benefit, and further tap into the global expertise of their peers.

Delegates from Edmonton enjoy the view from a typical home near the Ibaiondo Civic Centre landscape, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability is an international association of local governments implementing sustainable
development. ICLEI’s mission is to build and serve a worldwide movement of local governments to achieve tangible
improvements in global sustainability with special focus on environmental conditions through cumulative local actions.
In October 2014, ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability was awarded the tender for two segments of the World Cities: EU-Third
Countries Cooperation on Urban Development, identified as the EU-Japan Urban Policy Dialogue and the EU-Canada Urban Policy
Cooperation, awarded by the Directorate General of Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO) of the European Commission.
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